11,400+ Military Survivors Grieve the Death of Their Military Loved One Who Served in the United States Marine Corps

Survivors by Duty Status of Their Fallen Marine:
- Active Duty: 33%
- Reserve: 56%
- Veteran: 7%
- Retired: 4%

Survivors Grieving the Death of Their Marine Who Died by:
- Accident: 8%
- Hostile: 36%
- Suicide and Suspected Suicide: 25%
- Other Includes Non-Combat Related, Non-Homicide, Homicide, or Unknown at Time of Intake: 7%

Survivors by Relation to Their Fallen Marine:
- Significant Other: 18%
- Child: 15%
- Parents: 22%
- Sibling: 26%
- Extended Family, Friends, or Battle Buddy: 19%

3,452 Navy survivors connected with other military survivors at TAPS virtual and in-person program in 2020

$23,778,975+ in education benefits for Marine Corps military survivors in 2020

16,490+ Marine Corps survivor connections with TAPS in 2020

Connect Survivors 24/7
800.959.TAPS(8277) or TAPS.org/JoinTAPS

Connect at our Seminars
TAPS.org/Seminars

Join the Mission
Volunteer to be a Military Mentor
TAPS.org/MilitaryMentor

Hear from our Survivors
Read articles from military survivors, archives of virtual connections, and survivor webinars at TAPS.org/Stories

Grief Support and Training
For professionals, casualty representatives, and survivors, resources are available for free at TAPS.org/Institute

Connect with us on social!
In 2020, TAPS welcomed 7,583 new survivors grieving the death of 3,006 military loved ones.

Since 1994, TAPS has provided comfort and hope 24/7 through a national peer support network and connection to grief resources for all those our military members loved and left behind. TAPS programs and services are available to all survivors regardless of the duty status at the time of death, or the relationship to the deceased.

In honor of all who served and died.

2020 Year in Review

21
Average number of new survivors connected with TAPS each day in 2020

1,265,131+
Minutes providing comfort, care, and resources to all those grieving the death of a military loved one

$180M+
Worth of educational benefits identified for survivors by TAPS

$3.9M+
In retroactive benefits secured for military survivors

50,220+
TAPS Magazines, care packages, remembrance cards, and meaningful messages sent to survivors

14,035
Unique survivors received emotional support from TAPS

50,426+
Military survivors attended TAPS virtual and in-person programs

701+
Military Mentors volunteered 55,000+ to support a grieving military child

14,039
Attendees at TAPS Institute for Hope and Healing® webinars and training courses

Connect with us:
Call the Military Survivor Helpline 24/7
800.959.TAPS(8277)
TAPS.ORG

Connect with us on social:
Facebook /tapsorg
Twitter @tapsorg
LinkedIn @tapsorg